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Abstract 

The Geant4 Simulation Toolkit provides an ample set of physics models describing 
electromagnetic interactions of particles with matter. This paper presents the results of a 
series of comparisons for the evaluation of Geant4 electromagnetic processes with respect to 
NIST reference data. A statistical analysis was performed to estimate quantitatively the 
compatibility of Geant4 electromagnetic models with NIST data; the statistical analysis also 
highlighted the respective strengths of the different Geant4 models. 
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1 Introduction

Geant4 is an object oriented toolkit [1] for the simulation of the passage of particles

through matter. It offers an ample set of complementary and alternative physics mod-

els for electromagnetic and hadronic interactions, based on theory, experimental data or

parameterisations.

The validation of Geant4 physics models with respect to authoritative reference data

is a critical issue, fundamental to establish the reliability of Geant4-based simulations.

This paper is focused on the validation of Geant4 electromagnetic models, with the pur-

pose to evaluate their accuracy and to document their respective strengths. It presents the

results of comparisons of Geant4 electromagnetic processes of photons, electrons, protons

andα particles with respect to reference data of the NIST (United States National Institute

of Standards and Technologies) [2] -[3] and of the ICRU (International Commission on

Radiation Units and Measurements) [4] -[5].

The simulation results were produced with Geant4 version 6.2. The Geant4 test

process verifies that the accuracy of the physics models will not deteriorate in future

versions of the toolkit with respect to the results presented in this paper.

2 Overview of Geant4 electromagnetic physics packages

The Geant4 Simulation Toolkit includes a number of packages to handle the electromag-

netic interactions of electrons, muons, positrons, photons, hadrons and ions. Geant4 elec-

tromagnetic packages are specialised according to the particle type they manage, or the

energy range of the processes they cover.

The physics processes modeled in Geant4 electromagnetic packages include: mul-

tiple scattering, ionisation, Bremsstrahlung, positron annihilation, photoelectric effect,

Compton and Rayleigh scattering, pair production, synchrotron and transition radiation,

Cherenkov effect, refraction, reflection, absorbtion, scintillation, fluorescence, and Auger

electrons emission [1].

Alternative and complementary models are provided in the various packages for the

same process. The Geant4 electromagnetic models studied in this paper are listed in Table

1.

2.1 Standard electromagnetic package

The Geant4 Standard electromagnetic package [8] provides a variety of models based

on an analytical approach, to describe the interactions of electrons, positrons, photons,

charged hadrons and ions in the energy range 1 keV - 10 PeV.
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Table 1: Geant4 electromagnetic models in this comparison study.

Particle Geant4 Models in Electromagnetic Packages

Photon Geant4 Low Energy - EPDL
Geant4 Low Energy - Penelope
Geant4 Standard

Electron Geant4 Low Energy - EEDL
Geant4 Low Energy - Penelope
Geant4 Standard

Proton Geant4 Low Energy - ICRU 49
Geant4 Low Energy - Ziegler 1985
Geant4 Low Energy - Ziegler 2000
Geant4 Standard

α Geant4 Low Energy - ICRU 49
Geant4 Low Energy - Ziegler 1977
Geant4 Standard

The models assume that the atomic electrons are quasi free; their binding energy is

neglected except for the photoelectric effect; the atomic nucleus is assumed to be fixed

and its recoil momentum is neglected.

2.2 Low Energy electromagnetic package

The Geant4 Low Energy electromagnetic package [9] -[10] extends the coverage of elec-

tromagnetic interactions in Geant4 below 1 keV, an energy range that is not covered by

the Standard package. It handles the interactions of electrons, positrons, photons, charged

hadrons and ions, offering different sets of models for each of the physics processes in-

volved.

The interactions of electrons and photons are described by two sets of models.

The set of models based on a parameterised approach exploits evaluated data libraries

(EPDL97 [11], EEDL [12] and EADL [13]); these data sets are used to calculate cross

sections and to sample the final state.

Another set of models for electrons, positrons and photons is based on an approach

combining numerical databases and analytical models for the different interaction mech-

anisms [14] -[15]. These models were originally developed for the Penelope Monte Carlo

FORTRAN code [16], and have been re-engineered into Geant4 with an object-oriented

design.

Low energy processes are also available to handle the ionisation by hadrons and

ions [17] -[18]. Different models, specialised for energy range, particle type and charge,
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are provided. In the high energy domain (> 2 MeV) the Bethe-Bloch formula is applied;

below 1 keV the interactions are described by the free electron gas model. In the inter-

mediate energy range parameterised models based on experimental data from the Ziegler

[19] -[?] and ICRU [5] reviews are implemented; corrections due to the molecular struc-

ture of materials and the effect of the nuclear stopping power are also taken into account.

The Barkas effect is described by means of a specialised model.

3 The comparison tests

The comparison study described in this paper addresses a set of physical quantities in the

scope of the publicly available NIST reference databases. This collection of data repre-

sents an authoritative reference in the physics domain, also in the definition of protocols

adopted in medical physics. The method used to generate the NIST data has been devel-

oped by a committee supported by the ICRU [4] -[5].

The comparison tests of Geant4 simulations against NIST reference data concern:

- the total photon attenuation coefficients,

- the cross sections of the individual processes of photons,

- the stopping power and the range of electrons, protons andα particles in the CSDA

(Continuous Slowing Down Approximation).

The tests are performed on a selection of materials, covering the whole periodic element

table: beryllium, germanium, aluminum, silicon, iron, cesium, silver, gold, lead, uranium.

The experimental set-up reproduced in the simulation is specific to each of the

physics quantities under test, and corresponds to the conditions in which the reference

data were obtained. In all the simulations the ionisation potentials of the selected materi-

als were modified with respect to the default values in Geant4 [6], and were set as in the

NIST [7].

The simulation results derived from each of the Geant4 electromagnetic physics

models are compared to the NIST reference data with statistical methods. The goodness-

of-fit test results provide an objective quantitative evaluation of the accuracy of each

model.

4 Test of Geant4 photon processes

4.1 Reference data: the NIST-XCOM database

The NIST-XCOM database [2] provides photon scattering data and attenuation coeffi-

cients between 1 keV and 100 GeV for all the elements of the periodic table. It lists total
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up adopted in the photon attenuation coefficients test: a
monochromatic photon beamI0 impinges on a slab of material. The primary photons
emerging unperturbed from the slab are counted.

cross sections, attenuation coefficients and partial interaction coefficients for specific pro-

cesses (Compton and Rayleigh scattering, photoelectric absorption, and pair production).

This database is based on [22] -[23] for incoherent and coherent scattering cross

sections, on [24] for photoelectric absorption and on [25] for pair production. The authors

state that the uncertainties in the values provided are rather difficult to estimate, depending

on the energy range of the photons; they range from 1% to 5%, with the lowest and highest

energy regions associated with larger uncertainties [26].

4.2 Geant4 simulation

Figure 1 shows the experimental set-up of the simulation, consisting of a monochromatic

photon beam impinging on a slab of one of the selected materials. The thickness of the

slab is optimised according to the energy of the incident beam, to avoid that all the photons

are absorbed in the target or traverse the slab without interacting. The primary photons

emerging unperturbed from the slab are counted. The energy range of incident photons

varied between 1 keV and 100 GeV.

The Geant4 processes for photoelectric effect, Compton effect and pair production

were activated for each of the packages under test. The process for Rayleigh effect was
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activated for the Low Energy package; it is not available in the Geant4 Standard package.

For each of the simulation data sets 10.000 primary events were generated; the

simulation uncertainties vary from point to point and are approximately 3%.

The photon mass attenuation coefficientµ
ρ

is calculated as:

µ

ρ
= − 1

ρd
ln

( N

N0

)
(1)

whereρ represents the density of the target material,d is the thickness of the slab along

the incident photon direction,N0 is the number of incident photons,N is the number of

photons traversing the target without interacting.

A partial interaction coefficient(µ
ρ
)p can be calculated considering only a single

interaction process (Rayleigh scattering, Compton scattering, pair production, photoelec-

tric effect). This coefficient is related to the cross section of that process according to the

equation:

σp =
A

NAV

(
µ

ρ
)p (2)

whereA represents the atomic mass of the target material andNAV is Avogadro number.

Figures 2-6 show the results of Geant4 simulations for the three sets of electromag-

netic models together with the NIST-XCOM reference data, as an example of the tests

performed on various materials. They concern the photon attenuation coefficient in iron

(Fig. 2), the photoelectric absorption in germanium (Fig. 3), Compton scattering in silver

(Fig. 4), pair production in gold (Fig. 5), and Rayleigh scattering in beryllium (Fig. 6).

For the clarity and readability of figures, the NIST reference is graphically represented

with a continuous line interpolating the data, while the corresponding uncertainties are

omitted in the plots. All the simulation results lie within±3σ with respect to the corre-

sponding NIST data.

5 Test of Geant4 electron processes

5.1 Reference data: the NIST-ESTAR database

The NIST-ESTAR database [3] provides stopping powers and ranges of electrons as a

function of energy between 10 keV and 1 GeV, derived from ICRU Report 37 [4].

Collision stopping powers are calculated from the theory of Bethe [27] -[28], with

a density effect correction evaluated according to Sternheimer [29] -[30]. The uncertain-

ties of the calculated collision stopping powers depend on the material and on the energy

range, and are comprised between 1% and 10% [4]. Uncertainties increase at low ener-

gies.
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Figure 2: Mass attenuation coefficient in iron as a function of the photon incident energy
for the three sets of Geant4 models under test (circles: Low Energy EPDL; squares: Low
Energy Penelope; triangles: Standard); the continuous line interpolates NIST-XCOM ref-
erence data.

Radiative stopping powers are evaluated in NIST-ESTAR with a combination of

theoretical Bremsstrahlung cross sections described by [31]. Analytical formulae, using

a high energy approximation, are used above 50 MeV, and accurate numerical results of

[32] below 2 MeV. Uncertainties range between 2% and 5%.

5.2 Geant4 simulation

The geometrical set-up of the simulation consists of a box of material, selected among

those listed in Section III. Electrons are generated with random direction at the center of

the box, with energy between 10 keV and 1 GeV and stop inside it.

The physics processes of ionisation and Bremsstrahlung are activated in the simula-

tion for each of the Geant4 packages and models under test. To reproduce the conditions

of the continuous slowing down approximation of the NIST-ESTAR database, multiple

scattering and energy loss fluctuations were not activated in the simulation, and secondary

particles were not generated. The maximum step allowed in tracking particles was set at

approximately 1/10 of the expected range value, to ensure the accuracy of the calculation.

In the continuous slowing down approximation the simulation is reduced to an analytical
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Figure 3: Photoelectric interaction coefficient in germanium as a function of the pho-
ton energy for the three sets of Geant4 models under test (circles: Low Energy EPDL;
squares: Low Energy Penelope; triangles: Standard); the continuous line interpolates
NIST-XCOM reference data. The interaction coefficient is related to photoelectric cross
section as in equation (2).

calculation, since no fluctuations are generated; therefore the results are not subject to any

statistical uncertainties.

The stopping power (SP) is calculated as:

SP =
dE

ρ dx
(3)

wheredE is the energy lost by the electron in a step of lengthdx in the material, andρ is

the density of the material.

The CSDA range is calculated as the distance between the point where the electron

originates and the point where it stops, times the density of the material.

Figure 7 shows the range of electrons in uranium for the three sets of Geant4 models

under test together with the NIST-ESTAR reference data, as an example of the results

obtained for the various materials. All the simulation results lie within±3σ with respect

to the corresponding NIST data.
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Figure 4: Compton interaction coefficient in silver as a function of the photon inci-
dent energy for the three sets of Geant4 models under test (circles: Low Energy EPDL;
squares: Low Energy Penelope; triangles: Standard); the continuous line interpolates
NIST-XCOM reference data. The interaction coefficient is related to Compton cross sec-
tion as in equation (2).

6 Test of Geant4 proton andα processes

6.1 Reference data: the NIST-PSTAR and ASTAR databases

The NIST-PSTAR [19] and NIST-ASTAR [34] databases provide stopping powers and

ranges of protons andα in the energy intervals 1 keV - 10 GeV and 1 keV - 1 GeV re-

spectively, derived from ICRU Report 49 [5]. At high energies, collision stopping powers

are evaluated using Bethe’s stopping power formula [27]. At low energies, parameterisa-

tions based on experimental stopping power data are used [33]. The boundary between

the high and low energy regions is approximately 0.5 MeV for protons, and 2 MeV forα

particles.

The uncertainties of the collision stopping powers [5] are stated to be between 1%

and 4% in the high energy region; in the low energy region they vary between 2% and 5%

at 1 MeV, between 10% and 15% at 10 keV, and are at least 20% - 30% at 1 keV.
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Figure 5: Pair production interaction coefficient in gold as a function of the photon inci-
dent energy for the three sets of Geant4 models (circles: Low Energy EPDL; squares: Low
Energy Penelope; triangles: Standard); the continuous line interpolates NIST-XCOM ref-
erence data. The interaction coefficient is related to pair production cross section as in
equation (2).

6.2 Geant4 simulation

The geometrical set-up of the simulation is the same as in the test for electron processes

(Section V B.). Protons andα particles are generated with energies in the range 1 keV -

10 GeV and 1 keV - 1 GeV respectively.

The ionisation process was activated in the simulation for each of the Geant4 pack-

ages and models under test. The same conditions as described in Section V B. were set

to reproduce the continuous slowing down approximation corresponding to the reference

data. Particle ranges and stopping powers are calculated as in Section V B. In the contin-

uous slowing down approximation the simulation is reduced to an analytical calculation,

since no fluctuations are generated; therefore the results are not subject to any statistical

uncertainties.

Figures 8 and 9 show the stopping power of protons in aluminum and the CSDA

range ofα particles in silicon for the sets of Geant4 models under test together with the

NIST-PSTAR and NIST-ASTAR reference data respectively, as an example of the results

obtained for the various materials. The±3σ interval around the NIST reference data is
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Figure 6: Rayleigh interaction coefficient in beryllium as a function of the photon incident
energy for the two sets of Geant4 models under test (circles: Low Energy EPDL; squares:
Low Energy Penelope); the continuous line interpolates NIST-XCOM reference data. The
interaction coefficient is related to Rayleigh cross section as in equation (2).

identified by dashed lines in the figures.

7 Statistical analysis

Quantitative comparisons between NIST reference data and Geant4 simulations were per-

formed by means of a Goodness-of-Fit Statistical Toolkit [35], specialised in the compar-

ison of data distributions. A statistical comparison was executed for each of the Geant4

electromagnetic packages and models listed in Table I. For every physical quantity of in-

terest and for every material considered, the aim of the comparison was to test whether

the Geant4 simulation results agreed with the reference data over the whole energy range

of the test.

From a statistical point of view, the two hypotheses under test were the following:

1. the null hypothesis stated the equivalence between reference data and Geant4 sim-

ulations for all energiesEi:

H0 : FGeant4(Ei) = GNIST data(Ei),
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Figure 7: Electron CSDA range in uranium as a function of the electron incident en-
ergy for the three sets of Geant4 models under test together with the NIST-ESTAR ref-
erence data for the three sets of Geant4 models under test (circles: Low Energy EEDL;
squares: Low Energy Penelope; triangles: Standard); the continuous line interpolates
NIST-ESTAR reference data.

2. the alternative hypothesis stated that the two sets of data differed for at least one

energyEi:

H1 : FGeant4(Ei) 6= GNIST data(Ei).

Theχ2 test was selected among the ones available in the Goodness-of-Fit Statistical

Toolkit, as this is the only algorithm including data uncertainties in the computation of

the test statistics value.

The Goodness-of-Fit Statistical Toolkit returned the computedχ2 value together

with the number of degrees of freedom and the p-value of the comparison. The p-value

represents the probability that the test statistics has a value at least as extreme as that

observed, assuming that the null hypothesisH0 is true. A confidence levelα = 0.05 was

set; p-values greater thanα led to the acceptance of the null hypothesisH0.
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Figure 8: Proton stopping power in aluminum as a function of the proton incident en-
ergy for the different sets of Geant4 models under test (circles: Low Energy ICRU 49;
diamonds: Low Energy Ziegler 1985; triangles: Standard; crosses: Low Energy Ziegler
2000); the continuous line interpolates NIST-PSTAR reference data. The dashed lines
identify ±3σ around the NIST reference data; the size of the data points is a visual ar-
tifact only; all the simulation results lie within±3σ with respect to the NIST reference.

8 Results and critical discussion

The statistical analysis of the data sets led to the acceptance of the null hypothesisH0

for all the physics tests described in Sections IV, V and VI. Therefore, the goodness-of-

fit tests demonstrate that Geant4 reproduces the reference data with high accuracy in the

whole energy range, with any of its electromagnetic models.

8.1 Results of photon tests

The results of theχ2 test on photon attenuation coefficients are shown in Figure 10 for

the Geant4 Standard, Low Energy Parameterised and Low Energy Penelope models. The

three Geant4 models reproduce total attenuation coefficients with high accuracy; the two

Low Energy approaches exhibit the best agreement with reference data.

Table II reports the p-values of theχ2 tests for each of the photon interaction cross

sections studied. Concerning photoelectric absorption, all the three Geant4 models result
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Figure 9:α particle CSDA range in silicon as a function of theα incident energy for the
different sets of Geant4 models under test (empty circles: Low Energy ICRU 49; triangles:
Standard; black circles: Low Energy Ziegler 1977); the continuous line interpolates NIST-
ASTAR reference data. The dashed lines identify±3σ around the NIST reference data.

in agreement with the reference data; the two Geant4 Low Energy models exhibit the

best agreement. Both Compton scattering and pair production are reproduced with high

accuracy by the three Geant4 models. The Geant4 Low Energy Parameterised model

exhibits the best overall agreement with reference data.

In the case of Rayleigh scattering, the Geant4 Low Energy models are in disagree-

ment with the reference data for some materials. This disagreement is evident between

1 keV and 1 MeV photon energies. For what concerns the Geant4 Low Energy Pa-

rameterised model, the effect observed derives from an intrinsic inconsistency between

Rayleigh cross section data in NIST-XCOM and the cross sections of EPDL97 [11] (Fig.

11), on which the Low Energy parameterised model is based. The coherent cross sec-

tions of EPDL97 are based on the combination of Thompson scattering, form factors

and anomalous scattering factors; NIST-XCOM data are calculated as a combination

of Thompson formula and of Hartree-Fock atomic form factors. Differences between

EPDL97 and NIST-XCOM have already been highlighted in [36], which recommends

the Livermore photon and electron data libraries [11] -[12] as the most up-to-date and

accurate databases available for Monte Carlo modeling.
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Table 2: Goodness-of-Fit results for each of the partial photon interactions studied in the
test of photon processes.

Geant4 model Photo- Pair
compared Compton electric production Rayleigh

to XCOM data p-value p-value p-value p-value

Standard 0.85 0.63 1 - - -
Be LowE-EPDL 1 1 1 0.99

LowE-Penelope 1 1 1 1
Standard 0.86 1 1 - - -

Al LowE-EPDL 1 1 1 0.32
LowE-Penelope 1 1 1 < 0.05

Standard 0.77 1 1 - - -
Si LowE-EPDL 0.09 1 1 0.77

LowE-Penelope 1 1 1 < 0.05
Standard 0.99 1 1 - - -

Fe LowE-EPDL 1 1 1 1
LowE-Penelope 0.75 1 1 < 0.05

Standard 0.96 1 1 - - -
Ge LowE-EPDL 1 1 1 < 0.05

LowE-Penelope 0.07 1 1 0.39
Standard 0.92 1 1 - - -

Ag LowE-EPDL 1 1 1 0.36
LowE-Penelope 0.79 1 1 0.08

Standard 0.78 0.27 0.99 - - -
Cs LowE-EPDL 1 0.94 1 < 0.05

LowE-Penelope 0.97 1 0.99 < 0.05
Standard 0.41 0.93 1 - - -

Au LowE-EPDL 1 1 1 < 0.05
LowE-Penelope 0.94 1 1 < 0.05

Standard 0.29 0.96 1 - - -
Pb LowE-EPDL 1 1 1 < 0.05

LowE-Penelope 0.21 1 1 < 0.05
Standard 1 0.99 1 - - -

U LowE-EPDL 1 1 1 < 0.05
LowE-Penelope 1 0.99 1 < 0.05
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Figure 10: Results of the goodness-of-fit test concerning photon mass attenuation coef-
ficient; the atomic number of the material is on the horizontal axis; the symbols repre-
sent Geant4 Standard (triangles), Low Energy EPDL (circles), and Low Energy Penelope
(squares) models. The dashed line identifies the confidence level set for accepting the null
hypothesis.

8.2 Results of electron tests

The results of theχ2 test on electron stopping power and CSDA range are shown in

Figures 12 and 13 respectively, for the Geant4 Standard, Low Energy Parameterised and

Low Energy Penelope models.

The comparison test exhibited that all the Geant4 physics models are in excellent

agreement with the NIST-ESTAR reference data; the test has not pointed out any particu-

lar difference among the three sets of models.

8.3 Results of proton andα tests

The results of theχ2 test on proton stopping power and CSDA range and onα stopping

power are shown in Figures 14-16 for the Geant4 Standard and Low Energy models.

The Geant4 Low Energy package contains a model directly based on the param-

eterisations of ICRU Report 49 [5], which are reported in the NIST database. For this

model the comparison between Geant4 simulation results and reference data should be

considered a software verification rather than a validation. The test showed some appar-
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Figure 11: Comparison between Rayleigh interaction coefficient data from NIST-XCOM
(continuous line) and EPDL97 (triangles) in the specific case of a gold slab. Note the
major deviations between the two data sets. The results obtained with the Geant4 Low
Energy package (circles) are in agreement with the EPDL97 data; this is meant to be a
verification of the Geant4 simulation dedicated to this specific test. For more details see
text.

ent discrepancies between the Low Energy models based on Ziegler parameterisations

and the NIST reference. The Ziegler models represent an established reference in this

physics domain, of relevance comparable to ICRU Report 49; in this case the comparison

between the NIST reference and Geant4 models based on Ziegler parameterisations [19],

[34] should be retained for its intrinsic interest, but it should not be considered as the

validation of one set of parameterisations with respect to the other. In the higher energy

region above a few MeV both the NIST reference data and all the Geant4 models follow

the Bethe-Bloch formula; therefore, in this region the statistical comparison is a software

verification and not a validation.

For some materials the Geant4 Standard electromagnetic package exhibits discrep-

ancies with respect to the NIST reference data forα particles, especially in the lower

energy region. The complex physics modeling [37] of ion interactions in the low energy

range is addressed by the Geant4 Low Energy package; it represented indeed one of the

main motivations for the development of this package.
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Figure 12: Results of the goodness-of-fit test concerning electron stopping power; the
atomic number of the material is on the horizontal axis; the symbols represent Geant4
Standard (triangles), Low Energy EEDL (circles), and Low Energy Penelope (squares)
models. The dashed line identifies the confidence level set for accepting the null hypoth-
esis.

9 Conclusion

Systematic tests were performed to compare all the Geant4 electromagnetic models for

electrons, photon, protons andα particles with respect to the NIST databases. The Geant4

models are found in good agreement with the reference data.

A quantitative statistical analysis allowed to document the respective strengths of

the Geant4 models in detail, for each of the physics distributions considered in the NIST

reference.

The flexible design of Geant4, based on object-oriented technology, allows the user

to activate physics models in his/her simulation interchangeably from different packages;

the quantitative documentation presented in this paper provides an objective guidance

to select the Geant4 electromagnetic models most appropriate to any specific simulation

application.

This work is part of a wider project for the systematic validation of Geant4 elec-

tromagnetic physics models, covering also other particle types, physics processes and

energy ranges outside the scope of the NIST databases. Further quantitative comparisons
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Figure 13: Results of the goodness-of-fit test concerning electron CSDA range; the atomic
number of the material is on the horizontal axis; the symbols represent Geant4 Standard
(triangles), Low Energy EEDL (circles), and Low Energy Penelope (squares) models. The
dashed line identifies the confidence level set for accepting the null hypothesis.

of Geant4 electromagnetic processes with respect to other reference data will be the object

of future papers.
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